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Since its introduction in 1975, the BMW 3-series has earned a reputation as one of the world's greatest sports sedans. Unfortunately, it has
also proven one of the more expensive to service and maintain. This book is dedicated to the legion of BMW 3-series owners who adore their
cars and enjoy restoring, modifying, and maintaining them to perfection; its format allows more of these enthusiasts to get out into the garage
and work on their BMWs-and in the process, to save a fortune. Created with the weekend mechanic in mind, this extensively illustrated
manual offers 101 projects that will help you modify, maintain, and enhance your BMW 3-series sports sedan. Focusing on the 1984-1999
E30 and E36 models, 101 Performance Projects for Your BMW 3-Series presents all the necessary information, covers all the pitfalls, and
assesses all the costs associated with performing an expansive array of weekend projects.

After a stalker's attack, rock star Goldy Crossland flees L.A. for her secluded lake house in Northern Washington. Retired from the music
business, she hopes to avoid both the press and her psychotic fan. But obscurity leaves her restless, and when a mysterious--and
disturbingly handsome--new neighbor moves in, she can't resist spying. Pete Bayer is undeniably attractive, but Goldy quickly realizes there's
something strange going on in the log house across the bay. Is he a member of the paparazzi? Or a much more sinister threat? Despite her
suspicions, Goldy can't deny her fascination with him. When the press discovers her hideout, it's Pete who offers an escape route, but it
comes with a price. Unwillingly drawn into his dangerous world, Goldy soon learns the reason behind Pete's secrecy--and her crush on her
charming neighbor takes a deadly turn.

This publication is the official theory test book for motorcyclists compiled by the Driving Standards Agency. It contains multiple choice
questions, with answers and explanations, dealing with topics such as: alertness and attitude, safety margins, hazard awareness, vulnerable
road users, motorcycle handling, motorway rules and rules of the road, road and traffic signs, documents, accidents, and motorcycling
loading. This edition is valid for theory tests taken from 26th September 2005.

This new editoin has been updated in line with the changes to the motorcycle theory test revision bank. The theory test questions now have
just one correct option out of four, making the questions easier to understand and reflecting the real test.
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